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results in lung distention (3). The first 
reports of TO for human CDH suggested 
improved survival and outcomes (4). TO 
for CDH in humans is typically placed at 
the 28th week of gestation and removed 
during the 34th week. A meta-analysis of 
over 200 human fetuses treated with this 
approach demonstrated decreased mor-
tality (5). While TO for CDH may gain 
more widespread acceptance in the com-
ing years, there remains an urgent need 
to understand the cellular responses to 
CDH and TO so that targeted therapies 
may be developed to improve fetal lung 
development and to limit any unde-
sirable effects of TO. There have been 
reports of how CDH and TO impact lung 
matrix synthesis (6–9), lung epithelial 
function and surfactant (10–13) and mi-
crovascular development (14–16), and 
that tracheal occlusion reverses some of 

 resulting in severe pulmonary hypoplasia 
(2). Despite optimal medical and sur-
gical care, mortality remains high with 
survivors experiencing severe restrictive 
lung disease and significant pulmonary 
hypertension (1).

A logical intervention for CDH is to 
expand the lungs in utero. Since the lung 
epithelium secretes fluid into the future 
airspace, fetal tracheal occlusion (TO) 

iNTroDUcTioN
Congenital diaphragmatic hernia 

(CDH) occurs in approximately 1 in 
3,000 births with half of these defects 
being severe and the majority involv-
ing the left diaphragm (1). In CDH, the 
pleuroperitoneal folds fail to fuse with 
the central tendon during the eighth 
week of gestation permitting herniation 
of abdominal contents into the thorax 
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2 mL of warm normal saline solution was 
infused into the amniotic cavity. Fetuses 
in the other uterine horn were similarly 
operated upon. The abdominal wall was 
closed in two planes.

Tracheal occlusion. TO was per-
formed according Debeer, et al. (15).
On d 27 the uterus was opened and the 
fetal head and neck were exposed. The 
trachea was exposed using a midline in-
cision and the trachea was ligated with a 
4.0 Vicryl. The head was returned to the 
uterus and uterine and skin closure was 
completed as in the DH surgery.

Fetal tissue harvest. At E30.5, preg-
nant rabbits and fetuses were anesthe-
tized with visual confirmation of DH and 
TO surgeries. Each fetus was removed 
from the uterus and weighed with organ 
collection and measurement per exper-
imental needs. After fetal harvest, the 
pregnant rabbit was euthanized using 
thioembutal and potassium chloride  
intravenously.

Post operatory care
For survival surgeries, after recovery 

from anesthesia, one hundred mL of 
warm normal saline was administered 
subcutaneously (for slower absorption 
than intravenous fluids). Medroxypro-
gesterone acetate (4.5 mg/kg, Pfizer Inc.) 
was administered intramuscularly to 
prevent abortion. Enrofloxacin (5 mg/kg) 
(Bayer HealthCare LLC, Animal Health 
Division) and carprofen (2 mg/kg) (Zoetis) 
were administered subcutaneously.  
Carprofen was administered daily for  
3 d post op, and enrofloxacin was ad-
ministered twice daily for 5 d post op.

Morphological assessment
To evaluate the effect of CDH on lung 

and somatic growth and development, 
we measured the body, heart, liver and 
bilateral lung weights of rabbit fetuses 
and pups.

Lung rNa isolation and Quality 
assessment

Lung tissues were stored at –80°C. 
The lateral aspect of the left upper lobe 
( approximately 10 mg of tissue) was 

rabbit was euthanized. Postnatal day one 
(P1) kits were euthanized 24 h after birth 
as a comparison group. 

surgical Procedures
Surgical preoperatory. Pregnant 

rabbits were weighed and anesthetized 
with ketamine (35 mg/kg) (Parke-Davis) 
and xylazine (5 mg/kg) (Butler Animal 
Health) and endotracheally intubated 
titrating isoflurane (Piramal Critical Care 
Inc.) to maintain anesthesia. If the preg-
nant rabbit was spontaneously breathing, 
then it was provided 1 liter per minute 
humidified oxygen and 2%–2.5% iso-
flurane through a T-piece. If the rabbit 
was not spontaneously breathing, it was 
placed on a ventilator with the same gas 
mixture. After shaving the surgical site 
was cleaned with 2% chlorhexidine alter-
nating with 70% isopropyl alcohol 70% 
iodide three times.

Monitoring. Body temperature was 
maintained at 37°C with a heated water 
blanket and warmed normal saline solu-
tion with 5% dextrose was administered 
at a rate of 4 mL/kg/hr. Oxygen satura-
tion, heart rate, transcutaneous CO2 and 
core body temperature were monitored.

Hysterotomy. E25 and E27 (term = 31 d) 
pregnant rabbits were subjected to surgery 
under aseptic conditions. A median lapa-
rotomy was created, and one of the uterine 
horns was exposed. The fetuses were 
identified by numbers from the ovaries 
to the cervix with the fetus closest to the 
ovaries identified as fetus number 1, and 
the surgical procedure for creation of a left 
diaphragmatic hernia (DH) was performed 
on the fetus 1 and 2 for each horn. Tracheal 
occlusion was performed on fetuses 1 and 
3 with fetus 4 being used as control.

Surgical creation of DH. The proce-
dure was performed as described by 
Fauza, et al. at 25 d of gestation (18). An 
incision on the uterine wall was made 
and the fetus was exposed. A left poste-
rior thoracotomy was performed, and the 
diaphragm muscle was identified and 
gently cut with micro-scissors until ab-
dominal contents were observed coming 
up to the thorax. Then the thorax and 
hysterotomy sites were closed and   

the gene expression changes induced 
by diaphragmatic hernia (17). However, 
we used a bioinformatics approach to 
understand what cellular processes are 
dysregulated in CDH and how they are 
changed in CDHTO.

Using a fetal rabbit surgical model 
of CDH with TO, we created a left dia-
phragmatic hernia (DH) in rabbit fetuses 
at a time period corresponding to late 
pseudoglandular stage of lung develop-
ment, performed TO at the beginning 
of the canalicular stage of lung devel-
opment, and collected lungs for Next 
Generation sequencing just before birth 
which in the rabbit is at the beginning of 
the alveolar stage of lung development. 
By benchmarking lung gene expression 
to published mouse lung development 
gene expression profiles, we hypothe-
sized that DH would maintain the fetal 
lung in a more immature state which 
would be reversed by TO. We further-
more hypothesized that the pathways 
and processes impacted by DH would be 
partially reversed by TO, and processes 
regulated by cyclic versus tonic stretch 
could be defined by comparing gene ex-
pression profiles of TO and DHTO lungs.

MaTEriaLs aND METHoDs

animal care and Use
Animal use was approved by The 

Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Institutional 
Animal Care and Use Committee. Timed 
pregnant New Zealand Rabbits were 
maintained at 24°C with 12 h light/dark 
cycles for 2 wks and received rabbit spe-
cific chow and water ad libitum until the 
moment of surgery.

Experimental Groups
The fetuses of nine pregnant rabbits 

were divided in 4 experimental groups 
(n = 6 per group). 1) Control: Rabbit 
fetuses at 30.5 d of gestation (E30.5) 
not directly operated upon; 2) DH: left 
diaphragmatic hernia at E25; 3) TO: tra-
cheal occlusion at E27 and 4) DHTO: DH 
surgery at E25 and TO surgery at E27. 
All rabbit fetus groups were sacrificed at 
E30.5. After fetal harvest, the pregnant 
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Cruz Biotechnology), and antithyroid 
transcription factor 1 (TTF1, Nkx2.1, 
1:200, generous gift of Jeffrey Whitsett) 
with appropriate fluorophore-conjugated 
secondary antibodies. After secondary 
antibody incubation, sections were  
counterstained with CF405S hydrazide 
1ng/mL (Biotium) and TO-PRO-3  Iodide 
(1 nmol/L, Life Technologies) with 
subsequent washes and mounting in 
Prolong Gold (Life Technologies). Tiled 
4 × images were obtained on a Nikon 
Ti-E SpectraX widefield microscope with 
AndroZyla 4.2 SCMOS camera with 
4-channel LED illumination. Nikon Ele-
ments software was used for quantative 
image by thresholding the nuclear, TTF-1 
and pH3 signals based on negative con-
trol and counting the number of nuclei, 
pH3-positive nuclei, and pH3 and TTF-1 
double positive nuclei. Confocal images 
were obtained on a Nikon A1 LUNV in-
verted confocal microscope with GaAsp 
detection unit. These images were not 
quantified.

Pcr
Residual RNA from NextGen sequenc-

ing was to make cDNA with quantifi-
cation of 18S and GAPDH RNA using 
proprietary primers from Applied  
Biosystems.

statistical analysis
For gross measurements, statistical 

comparison were performed with one 
way ANOVA and Tukey post-test for 
morphological analysis using GraphPad 
Instat 3.00 (GraphPad PRism software). 
Tests were two-tailed, and values of  
p < 0.05 were be considered significant. 
Error bars represent standard error of  
the mean.

rEsULTs

Fetal rabbit cDH Model
Fetal rabbit and fetal human lung 

development are comparable (28), and 
surgical creation of a diaphragmatic her-
nia during the pseudoglandular stage of 
lung development (E25) induces changes 
comparable to those seen in human 

analysis of differentially expressed genes 
(22). Hierarchical clustering analysis 
was used to cluster samples and genes, 
with 1- correlation coefficient as distance 
measure and average agglomeration. 
RNA-seq analysis was performed using 
R statistical computing platform with 
KEGG plots created using pathview 
package (23).

Gene Expression Dynamics inspector
A list of genes expressed in both our 

fetal rabbit lung data set and a mouse 
lung development data set (24) was gen-
erated. The fetal rabbit lung data set was 
used to create a two dimensional gene 
expression matrix using the publicly 
available GEDI platform (25). Mouse 
development lung gene expression was 
scaled to normalize median gene expres-
sion and then overlaid on this same ma-
trix (that is, the same genes were in the 
same locations of the matrix).

comparison to Published Datasets
We compared gene expression results 

in our dataset with a recently published 
one in the same fetal rabbit surgical 
model (17) by categorizing upregulated 
or downregulated genes in a contingency 
table and comparing them by Fisher’s 
exact test.

Mouse Lung Development 
Benchmarking

Mean gene expression for each group 
was compared with two previously  
published data sets of whole lung gene 
expression over the course of lung de-
velopment (24,26). Gene mapping from 
mouse to human was based on MGD 
Vertebrate Homology table (27). Spear-
man correlation coefficients were calcu-
lated at each developmental time point 
for each experimental group and plotted 
as correlation versus developmental age.

Lung section staining and imaging
The left lower lobe was snap frozen, 

embedded in OCT (Sakura) and main-
tained at –80°C. Ten micron sections 
were mounted and stained with  
antiphospho-histone-3 (pH3, 1:200 Santa 

homogenized in RLT buffer from the 
RNEasy Mini kit (Qiagen) using a 4.5 mm 
Tissue Tearor Homogenizer (Cole-Parmer). 
After DNase treatment (30 units, PureLink 
DNASE Kit, ThermoFisher) RNA was 
isolated using the RNEasy Mini kit per 
manufacturer protocol. After elution in 
50 μL of molecular grade water, RNA 
quality was analyzed using an Agilent 
2100 Expert Bioanalyzer ( Agilent Tech-
nologies). The three samples from each 
group with the highest RNA quality were 
used for sequencing.

Lung mrNa sequencing
A cDNA library was created and se-

quenced using an IlluminaHiSeq2500 
( Illumina) with 20 million paired-end 
reads per sample.

rNa-seq Data analysis
Normalized RNA-seq gene counts of 

expressed genes were analyzed by Spear-
man′s correlation with exclusion of sam-
ples with coefficients < 0.95. Differential 
gene expression analysis was performed 
using linear models based on log2- 
transformed gene counts and associated 
precision weights using limma (19). The 
precision weights were estimated using 
the variance modeling at the observa-
tional level (voom) (20). Specifically, a 
linear model was fitted for every gene 
with experiment conditions as the inde-
pendent variables, and the desired com-
parisons were made by estimating the 
corresponding contrasts. The differential 
expression analysis estimated the gene 
expression changes (log-fold change) and 
their statistical significances (p value) for 
each comparison. False discovery rate 
(FDR) adjusted p values were also esti-
mated. Genes with FDR adjusted p value 
< 0.1 were considered as statistically 
significantly differentially expressed 
genes. Functional genomic analysis was 
based on human genome annotations, 
with gene mappings from rabbit to 
human using Augmented Annotation 
and Orthologue Analysis for Oryctolagus 
cuniculus (21). Significant Gene Ontology 
categories and KEGG pathways were 
identified based on functional enrichment 
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Left Lung rNa Quality assessment
We collected RNA from the left 

lower lobes of fetuses and pups and 
performed mRNA sequencing on sam-
ples from different mothers. In assess-
ing the quality of these samples and 
performing principal component anal-
ysis, all had RNA integrity numbers of 
9.4 or greater, but upon principal com-
ponent analysis, two samples demon-
strated a high degree of heterogeneity 
compared with the others. These two 
samples (one TO, one DH) were ex-
cluded from further analysis giving 
three P1, three control, two DH, two 
TO and three DHTO samples used in 
analysis. There were no gross morpho-
logical differences in these lungs at the 
time of collection. Only genes with one 
or more count per million in at least 
three samples were used for analysis 
(13,687 genes).

Fetal Growth and Lung size in the 
Fetal rabbit DH Model

We measured lung and fetal/pup 
growth parameters to assess the im-
pact of DH and TO on fetal well-being. 
There was no difference in rabbit fetal 
weights in control, DH, TO, or DHTO 
groups. P1 pup weights, heart weights 
and liver weights were greater than 
fetal weights, but there was no differ-
ence between nonlung fetal measure-
ments (Figure 3A–C). DH reduced both 
right and left lung weights compared 
with all other groups, and this decrease 
was reversed by tracheal occlusion. 
Tracheal occlusion in the absence of 
DH increased the left lung beyond that 
of control (Figure 3D,F). These data 
demonstrate that the DH and TO sur-
geries induce bilateral lung hypoplasia 
but do not adversely impact other as-
pects of fetal growth.

CDH (29). Tracheal occlusion (TO) 
was performed at E27 corresponding to 
the beginning of the canalicular stage. 
Lungs were collected for analysis at 
E30.5 corresponding to the beginning of 
the alveolar stage of lung development. 
The timing of TO and lung collection 
roughly correspond to the stages of de-
velopment at which TO is placed and 
removed in human fetuses respectively 
(Figure 1) (30). Left diaphragmatic her-
nia (Figure 2A,B) permitted herniation 
of abdominal contents into the thorax, 
displaced thoracic organs to the right, 
and caused lung hypoplasia (Figure 
2C,D). TO after DH increased lung size, 
restored spatial relationships and re-
duced herniation of abdominal contents 
(Figure 2E). TO alone caused lung hyper-
plasia (Figure 2F). This fetal rabbit surgi-
cal model faithfully models many clinical 
features of human CDH with TO.

Figure 1. CDH and CDH/TO Model Overview. Comparison of human, rabbit and mouse lung development and with time points of each 
intervention in the fetal rabbit model (30).
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Figure 2. Surgical Model of CDH and CDH/TO. (A) The intact left diaphragm of an E30.5 rabbit fetus. (B) The disrupted left diaphragm of 
a diaphragmatic hernia (DH) fetus. (C) Normal size of the right lung (RL) and left lung (LL) in a control E30.5 rabbit fetus. (D) Herniation of 
abdominal contents into the left chest in DH resulted in lung hypoplasia and displacement of thoracic organs to the right. (E) Tracheal 
occlusion (TO) after DH increased lung size, resolved the rightward shift and reduced herniation of abdominal contents into the thorax. 
(G) TO alone increased lung size beyond that of control.
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degree by DHTO compared with control. 
By hierarchical clustering, DHTO was 
more different from DH than control 
and one TO gene expression profile was 
most similar to control and the other 
was most similar to DHTO (Figure 4B). 
We used Gene Expression Dynamic In-
spector (GEDI) heat maps of the average 
gene expression of each group to better 
visualize these differences (25). Although 
there were many similarities, DHTO had 
higher expression of one set of genes (re-
gion 1) and lower expression of another 
set of genes (region 2) than control, DH, 
or TO. A third set of genes (region 3) were 
downregulated in DH and increased 
in DHTO to a level greater than that of 
control (Figure 4C). These data indicate 
that in this rabbit model of DH with 

DHTO to DH but low in comparing DH 
to control.

To reverses and overcompensates 
for DH Lung Gene Expression changes

We used hierarchical clustering to de-
termine whether DH induced significant 
changes in gene expression compared 
with control and the impact of TO on 
these changes. After false discovery rate 
correction using a generous significance 
threshold of p < 0.1, there were fewer 
than ten genes that were differentially 
expressed in DH or DHTO compared 
with control, but 687 in DHTO compared 
with DH (Figure 4A). Examination of the 
gene expression heat map revealed that 
many of the genes downregulated by 
DH were upregulated to an even greater 

comparison to other Published Gene 
Expression Datasets

We compared our gene expression 
data set to a recently published a gene 
expression dataset using a similar fetal 
rabbit surgical model (17). Of the 641 dif-
ferentially expressed genes reported by 
Engels, et al. across all groups, 500 were 
also differentially expressed in our data 
sets. In evaluating similarities and dif-
ferences in group to group comparisons 
between studies, there was a high degree 
of correlation between patterns of gene 
expression between DH and DHTO  
(p = 9.3 × 10–19); however, gene expression 
between control and DH was weakly 
anticorrelated (OR = 0.46,  p = 0.0003). Agree-
ment between our dataset and a previ-
ously published one is high in comparing 

Figure 3. Organ and body weights in DH and DHTO. (A) DH and TO surgeries did not result in any significant difference in fetal body 
weight, (B) fetal heart weight, or (C) fetal liver weight. (D) DH resulted in a decrease in left lung weight compared with all other groups. 
TO alone resulted in a left lung that was larger than all other groups (not shown for clarity purposes). (E) DH induced similar changes in 
the right lung as the left. Right lung weight in TO alone was significantly greater than d 1, control and DH lung (not shown for clarity  
purposes).
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Figure 4. TO reverses and overcompensates for many of the gene expression changes induced by surgical DH. (A) After false discovery 
correction and using a p < 0.1 level of significance and comparing each group to the others, there were very few genes with signifi-
cantly different levels of expression among the 13,687 genes analyzed. The exception to this was an increased number of differentially 
expressed genes between DH and DHTO (687 genes). As expected, PND1 rabbit lung had more differentially expressed genes than 
fetal lung time points. Note the log10 scale. (B) Hieratical clustering of gene expression profiles demonstrated that TO was more similar 
to control than DHTO and that DHTO was more like control (Ctrl) than DH. (C) Gene Expression Dynamics Inspector (GEDI) was used to 
generate average gene expression heat maps for each fetal lung group. DHTO had higher expression of the genes grouped in region 1 
and lower levels of gene expression in region 2 compared with control, DH and TO. In region 3, DH had reduce levels of gene expression 
compared with control and DHTO had higher expression levels of these genes.
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Pathway analysis of the genes unique 
to DHTO and comparing them to DH 
demonstrated that DNA synthesis and 
DNA elongation were the only upregu-
lated processes (Figure 6B) (32,33). We 
validated these findings by quantifying 
epithelial cell proliferation in fetal rabbit 
lung sections. Tile scanned images of 
fetal rabbit lungs were stained for the 
cell proliferation marker phospho- 
histone 3 (pH3) and the epithelial tran-
scription factor thyroid transcription 
factor-1 (TTF1, Nkx-2.1) and percent-
age of nuclei positive for one or both 
markers was quantified (Figure 6C,D). 
The frequency of pH3-positive nuclei 
in DH was half that of control, and the 
frequency in DHTO was 2.3-fold higher 
than DH. pH3-positive nuclei were  
20% higher in TO compared with DHTO 
(Figure 6E, ANOVA p = 0.07). These  
differences were even more marked  
in epithelial cells (Figure 6F, ANOVA  
p = 0.02). These bioinformatic and cell 
proliferation data indicate that DH 
suppresses lung cell proliferation— 
particularly epithelial cell proliferation—
and TO reverses and overcompensates 
for this reduction.

profiles between mouse and rabbit fetus. 
Of the three areas of gene expression 
identified as different between DHTO 
and control and DH, normal lung de-
velopment was associated with down-
regulation of one set of genes that were 
upregulated in DHTO compared with 
control (region 1), but lung maturation 
was also associated with upregulation of 
another set of genes that were also up-
regulated in DHTO (region 3) (Figure 5B). 
The effect of TO on DH lung gene ex-
pression profile is mixed, but overall TO 
does not alter the immature lung gene 
expression profile of DH lung.

To after DH increases DNa 
replication and Epithelial cell 
Proliferation

To understand the differentially 
regulated genes in DH and DHTO, the 
unique and common genes for each 
condition were identified and subjected 
to pathway analysis (Figure 6A) (31). 
Fifty-four or fewer genes were unique 
to DH, control, DH + control, or DH + 
DHTO. Three hundred ninety-seven 
genes were unique to DHTO and 369 
genes were unique to DHTO + control. 

and without TO, TO reverses and over-
compensates for many of the lung gene 
expression changes induced by DH and 
that the DHTO gene expression profile is 
distinct from that of control, DH and TO 
alone.

The immature Lung Phenotype 
induced by DH is Not reversed by To

Since the number of genes differen-
tially expressed was greater in DHTO 
compared with control or DH, we 
hypothesized that genes expressed in 
earlier lung development were being 
persistently expressed in DH and that 
TO would restore these genes to a more 
normal developmental gene expression 
profile. To test this hypothesis, we quan-
tified the correlation of our rabbit lung 
whole lung gene expression data set to 
a published mouse lung development 
gene expression dataset (24). Both DH 
and DHTO lungs demonstrated in-
creased expression of genes expressed 
in the mouse lung between E12 and E16 
with no differences between the groups 
with genes expressed at later time points 
(Figure 5A). We used GEDI heat maps to 
visually compare lung gene expression 

Figure 5. TO does not reverse the immature lung gene expression profile induced by DH. (A) Rabbit lung gene expression was correlated 
to that of published mouse lung development data (24). While there was a high degree of correlation at E18 and beyond, DHTO and 
DH lung were more highly correlated at E12, E14 and E16 than control lung. The colors used in this panel are translucent with olive indi-
cating DH, TO and DHTO and orange DH and DHTO. (B) The average gene expression profile of each mouse lung age was plotted on 
the same matrix as the previous fetal rabbit lung matrix. Over the course of lung development, gene expression in region 1 decreases 
and gene expression in region 3 increases. Gene expression in region 2 is overall unchanged although the pattern changes.
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Figure 6. TO after DH increases DNA replication and cell division. (A) Among the 13,687 profiled genes, very few were uniquely expressed 
in control, DH, DH + control, or DH + DHTO. The majority of unique genes were expressed in DHTO (397) with a similar number in  
DHTO + Control (369). A proportionate Venn diagram was created using a web app from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (31). 
(B) The only processes upregulated in DHTO compared with DH were DNA replication and elongation. Superimposing this gene expression 
profile onto the KEGG pathway for DNA replication demonstrate that expression of each component of the DNA replication complex 
is increased in DHTO (32,33). Red lettering indicates genes with increased expression levels. (C) Control, DH, DHTO and TO lung sections 
(n = 6–12) stained for the cell proliferation marker phospho-histone 3 (pH3, green) and thyroid transcription factor 1 (TTF1, Nkx-2.1, red) 
were imaged by tile scan and nuclear (blue) co-localization of pH3 and TTF1 quantified. The autofluorescent pleural surface was ex-
cluded by object size filtering. (D) Confocal imaging of a region of the prior image demonstrated nuclei expressing both markers (white 
arrows) and only pH3 (green arrow). In this representative image only strongly positive cells are highlighted. (E) Quantification of total 
number of pH3-positive nuclei demonstrated a 2-fold reduction in DH compared with control and a 3-fold increase in DHTO and TO com-
pared with DH. (F) Limiting analysis to TTF1-positive cells, there was a 3-fold reduction in pH3-positive epithelial cells in DH compared with 
control with a 3.4-fold increase in DHTO compared with DH and an additional 47% increase in TO compared with DHTO.
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reciprocal regulation of Protein 
synthesis Pathways, Epidermal Growth 
Factor receptor, and Ephrin signaling 
in DHTo and cDH

Since the gene expression profiles  
reversed by TO after DH were not strictly 
related to lung development per se, we 
compared reciprocally upregulated genes 
in DH and DHTO to understand the  
impact of each on lung development. 

ER, and establishment of protein  
localization to endoplasmic reticulum. 
Ribosomal biogenesis was the only path-
way downregulated in DHTO compared 
with DH (Figure 7). Despite these bioinfor-
matic findings, there was no difference in 
18S RNA content in control, DH, DHTO, 
or DH lung. These data suggest that the 
DH lung persists in a state of high protein 
synthesis which is reversed by TO.

DH increases ribosomal Biogenesis 
which is reversed by To

Analyzing the genes downregulated 
in DHTO compared with DH, the 
significantly impacted processes 
were signal recognition particle 
(SRP)-dependent co-translational pro-
tein targeting to membrane, translation 
termination, co-translational protein tar-
geting to membrane, protein targeting to 

Figure 7. TO reverses increased protein synthesis pathways in the DH lung. The processes downregulated in DHTO compared with DH involved 
protein synthesis, protein trafficking and ribosomal biogenesis. The ribosomal biogenesis KEGG pathway demonstrates reduced expression of 
many ribosomal genes in DHTO / DH (32,33). Differentially expressed genes are colored, with the left half color indicating expression change in 
DHTO versus Control, and right half DH versus control. Red boxes indicate upregulated genes, green boxes downregulated genes, and gray 
boxes expressed genes without different mRNA levels. White boxes indicate genes that did not meet our inclusion criteria.
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DNA content is increased by TO (10). 
Saada, et al. observed epithelial hyperpla-
sia in a sheep model of DHTO (11), and 
after TO in the rat nitrogen model, there 
is an increased ratio of alveolar type I to 
alveolar type II cells (10). Taken together, 
these findings suggest than one or more 
epithelial mitogens may be important in 
the adaptive and maladaptive responses 
in CDH treated with TO.

We found that EGFR and ephrin 
signaling were reduced in DH and ex-
cessively increased in DHTO. EGFR 
signaling is central to the development 
of many nonsmall cell lung carcinomas 
and is a common chemotherapeutic 
target (34). When lung carcinomas es-
cape EGFR regulation, they do so by 
enhanced ephrin signaling, and new che-
motherapeutics are now in development 
targeting both EGFR and ephrin signal-
ing (35). EGFR is critical for alveolar type 
II cell self-renewal (36) and is important 
for myofibroblast migration during alve-
olar septation (37). Excessive pulmonary 
EGFR signaling in mice arrests lungs in 
the saccular stage of lung development 
with poor epithelial-endothelial appo-
sition and death by P7 (38). Disruption 
of ephrin signaling has similar conse-
quences for lung development with 
failed septation (8) and hypoplasia of the 
pulmonary microvasculature (14). Both 
EGFR and ephrin receptors are receptor 
tyrosine kinase and signal via phospha-
tidylinositol and Jak-STAT signaling—
both pathways that were downregulated 
in DH and upregulated in DHTO in our 
data set. Our findings regarding EGFR 
and ephrin signaling potentially explain 
many of the disruptions of epithelial 
function and lung morphogenesis in 
CDH and CDHTO.

Consistent with the findings of other 
groups (6), one of the top regulated path-
ways in DHTO involved cell migration 
and lamellipodium formation via CDC42 
and Rac1. This signaling may be related 
to EGFR as it acts both via Csk/Src and 
RhoA (another small GTPase) to regu-
lated myofibroblast migration during 
alveolar development (37); however 
these pathways are activated in response 

reverses increased protein biosynthetic 
and reduced cell proliferation activity 
in CDH lung. However, the reversal of 
these genes and pathways exceeds gene 
expression and pathway activity levels 
of control lung. Many of these findings 
can be explained by increased EGFR and 
ephrin signaling in DHTO lung. By com-
paring DH and DHTO gene expression 
profiles to that seen over the course of 
normal lung development, both DH and 
DHTO lungs were more immature than 
age-matched control fetal rabbit lung. 
Due to the small number of differentially 
regulated genes in TO alone, we could 
not define any pathways regulated by 
cyclic versus static stretch. Since ongoing 
phase I trials are testing the feasibility 
of using TO to improve lung health in 
human CDH (5), these findings pro-
vide insight into how this fetal surgical 
therapy alters cellular signaling and 
processes and identifying targets which 
may further improve lung health in this 
devastating condition.

DHTO upregulated DNA synthe-
sis pathways and cell division and 
decreased ribosomal pathways when 
compared with DH. While it may at first 
seem counterintuitive that these two 
processes would not be coupled, this 
divergent relationship could perhaps be 
understood as the divergence between 
cellular hypertrophy and hyperplasia. 
Conceptually, increasing airspace size 
requires a larger number of cells to 
line this airspace, and in the absence of 
airspace enlargement, cell division is 
retarded and cell energy is diverted to 
cell growth. In our study, DHTO lungs 
demonstrated decreased protein synthe-
sis compared with DH and control lungs, 
although no specific protein group, such 
as surfactant proteins, were differentially 
regulated. This is consistent with human 
studies demonstrating no difference 
in surfactant quality or composition in 
CDH (13) but is inconsistent with animal 
studies showing the opposite (10,11). 
With regards to cell hyperplasia, using 
nitrofen model of CDH, Chapin, et al. 
demonstrated that rat DH lungs contain 
less DNA than control and that lung 

Consistent with our gene expression 
findings (Figure 4), the pathways and 
processes downregulated by DH were 
excessively upregulated in DHTO and 
vice versa (Figure 8A). The five most 
significant processes downregulated in 
DH and upregulated by DHTO were 
axon development, epidermal growth 
factor receptor (EGFR) signaling, hydrox-
ylase activity, axonogenesis and EGFR-B 
(ErbB) signaling. The most significant 
signaling pathways were phosphatidy-
linositol signaling and Jak-STAT signal-
ing. Conversely, the five processes most 
significantly upregulated by DH and 
downregulated in DHTO were signal 
recognition particle (SRP)-dependent 
co-translational protein targeting to 
membrane, translation termination, 
co-translational protein targeting to 
membrane, protein targeting to ER and 
establishment of protein localization 
to endoplasmic reticulum. The process 
most significantly upregulated by DH 
and downregulated by DHTO involved 
ribosome biogenesis (Figure 8B). In com-
paring the percentage of downregulated 
genes in DHTO compared with DH 
and the percentage upregulated in DH 
compared with control, all of the top ten 
pathways demonstrated a reciprocal rela-
tionship although the downregulation in 
DHTO/DH was greater than the upreg-
ulation of DH/Control (Figure 8C). Sim-
ilarly, the genes upregulated in DHTO/
DH were reciprocally downregulated in 
DH/Control (Figure 8D). Similar to the 
list of top regulated processes when all 
groups were considered, EGFR and eph-
rin signaling were represented; however, 
unlike the prior list, two of the top three 
processes were related to cell migration 
and small GTPase activity. These data 
demonstrate that TO reverses many of the 
gene regulator changes induced by DH, 
but in most of these processes the level of 
reversal exceeds levels seen in control.

DiscUssioN
Using a rabbit surgical model of CDH 

and TO, we demonstrated that TO 
reverses some of the gene expression 
changes induced by CDH and that TO 
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Figure 8. Reciprocal gene regulatory patterns in DH and DHTO. (A) Hierarchical clustering of genes increased in DHTO and decreased in 
DH yielded clusters similar to clustering using all genes except that in this analysis one TO sample was most similar to DHTO and one TO 
sample was most similar to DH. The expression of genes in the control group was generally between that of DHTO and DH. (B) Pathway 
analysis of genes downregulated in DH and upregulated in DHTO revealed that the top ten upregulated pathways and processes were 
all downstream of epidermal growth factor receptor or ephrin signaling. The top fifteen pathways downregulated in DH and upregu-
lated in DHTO all involved protein synthesis or trafficking. (C) The ten most significantly altered processes downregulated in DHTO versus 
DH all involved protein synthesis or trafficking and had reciprocal upregulation in DH versus control. The dashed line represents statistical 
significance. (D) The top ten upregulated processes in DHTO versus DH also had reciprocal downregulation in DH versus control. Similar 
to the list of top regulated processes using differentially regulated genes in all groups, epidermal growth factor receptor and ephrin  
signaling (axon development) were represented, but two of the top three processes involved small GTPases (cell leading edge and 
lamellipodium).
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upregulation of the vitamin A metabolic 
program supporting the view that sur-
gical DH more closely mimics human 
CDH (40). (4) The rabbit genome is not 
as well annotated as is the mouse, rat, or 
human genomes and thus some genes 
may have been missed in our analysis. 
(6) Similarly, there is no available dataset 
profiling rabbit lung gene expression 
over the course of development. While 
comparison to mouse lung development 
is informative, such analysis is limited 
by differences between the species. (7) 
Lastly, our DH model uses a left dia-
phragm defect and we analyzed the lat-
eral aspect of the left upper lobe. While 
other investigators have shown similar 
gene expression profiles in left and right 
lungs after left or right DH (7,9,10), one 
paper did report differences in surfactant 
gene expression between right and left 
lungs (12). We did not perform valida-
tion experiments comparing right and 
left lungs.

coNcLUsioN
We have demonstrated that DH in-

duces a persistently immature lung gene 
expression profile and that TO does not 
significantly reverse this profile. TO does 
however reverse alterations in ephrin, 
EGFR, cell proliferation and protein 
biosynthetic pathways. These findings 
elucidate the most significantly regu-
lated processes and pathways in DH and 
DHTO and identify targets for future 
CDH therapies.
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DH versus control than Engels, et al. but 
comparable numbers in DHTO versus 
DH. Since we created the DH at a later 
time point and observed a lesser differ-
ence in gene expression in that group 
compared with control, the difference 
in findings are likely due to differences 
in lung maturity at the time of DH. 
The similar number of differentially 
expressed genes in DHTO versus DH 
despite a three day difference in the time 
between DH and DHTO suggest that 
these gene expression changes are bio-
mechanically regulated and not part of a 
conserved, stereotyped lung morphoge-
netic program.

We did not find significant alterations 
in pathways regulating synthesis of 
extracellular matrix. Vukovich, et al. 
reported both elastogenesis and trans-
forming growth factor-β signaling were 
increased in DHTO to levels beyond 
those of DH or control (6,7). Again, our 
findings regarding these processes did 
not reach statistical significance; how-
ever their findings are consistent with 
the observed pattern that processes im-
pacted by DH are excessively reversed in 
DHTO.

The reader should consider several 
mitigating factors in evaluating our 
study. (1) We assumed that position in 
the uterine horn did not affect lung gene 
expression. We did not randomly assign 
fetuses to treatment group so as not to 
be confused as to group in the event of 
fetal demise. (2) We cannot draw strong 
conclusions on the effect of TO alone on 
lung gene expression since one fetus had 
a gene expression profile most similar to 
control and one had a profile most like 
DHTO. (3) Congenital diaphragmatic 
hernia results in displacement of abdom-
inal contents at an earlier time point than 
the surgical DH model. Chemical models 
of diaphragmatic hernia more closely 
mimic the natural history of CDH, but 
they unfortunately rely on antagonism of 
retinoic acid signaling which is crucial to 
normal lung development (39). A recent 
study comparing human CDH, surgical 
rabbit DH and rat nitrofen DH indicated 
that human and rabbit lungs demonstrated 

to cellular strain and are necessary for 
cell spreading; so, it seems most likely 
that these small GTPases are principally 
activated by the mechanical stimulus of 
future airspace enlargement.

Could pharmacologic manipulation of 
small GTPases, ephrin signaling, or EGFR 
signaling improve lung function after 
TO for CDH, and could these therapies 
be selectively targeted to the lung? The 
goal of such therapy would be to prevent 
epithelial hyperplasia, promote epithelial 
maturity and improve lung function after 
TO for CDH. Previous work has demon-
strated the feasibility of administering 
compounds tracheally at the time of tra-
cheal occlusion and that large proteins 
(such as vascular endothelial growth fac-
tor (VEGF)-164) impact nonepithelial lung 
structure and function (15). It seems likely 
that small molecule inhibitors would have 
systemic absorption and probably undesir-
able nonpulmonary effects. Furthermore, 
small GTPase inhibition is likely undesir-
able due to its role in epithelial spreading. 
There are two therapeutic approaches to 
inhibiting EGFR and ephrin signaling. 
The first is to inhibit the tyrosine kinase 
activity of one or both receptors, and the 
second is to use a monoclonal antibody to 
inactivate the ligand or receptor (34,35). 
While additional work needs to be done 
identifying the key ligand or ligands, this 
second approach could be used to attenu-
ate EGFR and/or ephrin signaling which 
could improve lung maturity and function 
and ultimately reduce mortality in infants 
with CDH treated with TO.

Our findings largely complement 
other published findings using a similar 
fetal rabbit surgical model. In a recent 
publication, Engels, et al. performed DH 
surgery two days earlier (d 23) and TO 
one day later (d 28) than in our study. 
His group reported that DHTO is associ-
ated with increased expression of genes 
associated with cell proliferation, and 
examination of expression data revealed 
that many genes with increased and de-
creased expression in DH are reversed 
in DHTO to expression levels exceeding 
that of control (17). We found many 
fewer significantly different genes in 
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